
Описание товара:

After improvement, the noise impact of the factory price diamond gang saw segment
installed on the gang saw is reduced, the vibration is also reduced, and the flatness of the
stone is improved.

The exposure speed of diamond particles on the cutter head is fast, which makes your
processing speed faster, improves the efficiency of the machine, and reduces the time and
cost.

In order to assist in the cutting of stone blades, water is used as an abrasive medium to help
cooling down the blade instead of steel bits.gang saw segment for marble block
processing,In addition to gang saw heads, we also make saw blade heads, as long as you
need them, we will provide you with products.

Характерная черта:

1. The improvement of sharpness reduces the waste rate of stone materials, cuts stone
blocks evenly, and reduces waste

2. Each long working life gang saw segment can be well welded to the base of the gang saw,
and there is no unusable cutter head

3. The surface of the wet used gang saw segment is polished, it is not easy to increase the
difficulty of welding, and it is easy to install.

4. The product has been tested for many times, and the sharpness has been continuously
improved to improve the cutting speed of processing for you.

Спецификации продукта:

Ниже приведены нормальные спецификацииFactory Price Diamond Gang Saw
Segment:

Segment Size Производство
Method  

Заявление

20x2.8/2.4x8.5mm Спечен Granite/Marble/
Limestone/Other Stone

Вышеуказанные спецификации представлены только для справки, другие
спецификации могут быть доступны в соответствии с требованием клиента.

Шоу продукта



Factory Price Wet Used Diamond Gang Saw Segment

Заявление:

Gang saw segment for frame gang saw machine.



Diamond gang saw segment for suppliers.Diamond smooth cutting gang saw segment is
used for cutting stone in mines, cutting the blocks smoothly into large stone slabs of the
same thickness, which is convenient for later processing and transportation.



Часто задаваемые вопросы

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. Каковы наши преимущества?

Наши команды профессиональны, и участники хорошо изучают алмазные
инструменты. Мы предлагаем быстрый ответ. Каждый Messege или электронная почта
будет отвечать в течение 24 часов. Некоторые из услуг OEM/ODM бесплатны!



Связаться с нами:

 № 605 Центр Huahui, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

Тел: (+86) 595-86990206 / Факс:(+86) 595-86990220

Mobile / WhatsApp / WeChat:(+ 86) 18650679939

Эл. адрес: boreway@boreway.com

 Lyon Chang


